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Sample Information A B C D E F G 

Site Name        

Date        

Time (military)        

Tape Down (surface)        
*WWG (surface; if equipped)        

Secchi Tube (cm)        

Appearance:   1A-Clear     1B-Tea-Colored     2-Cloudy     3-Muddy     4-Green     5-Muddy & Green 

Appearance        

Rec. Suitability: 1-Very Good       2-Good       3-Fair       4-Poor       5-Very Poor 

Rec. Suitability        
Stream Condition: 
High-Normal-Low-Zero 

       

Water Chemistry 

Water Temp  (C)        

Conductivity (uS/cm)        

DO (mg/l)        

pH        

Turbidity  
Hach 2100P (NTRUs)      

       

Sample Device 
(Van Dorn/Hand/Other)  

       

Sample Type  
(Grab or None) 

       

QA (Field Dup or -)        

Weather 

Precip last 24 hours 
(inches) 

       

Air Temp (F)        

Wind: Calm-Breezy-

Gusty-Sustained 
       

School (Sampler Code):______________________________________          

 

Sonde S/N:              Handpad S/N:          Turbidimeter S/N:               

River.Watch Stream Field Sheet 
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FIELD NOTES: flow condition, debris in water, downstream channel control, measurement error(s) and reason (if applicable), 

additional weather, vegetation status (leaf out, cropping, harvest), land use, erosion, wildlife, ice condition, picture notes, etc. 

A  

B  

C  

D  

E  
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING STREAM FIELD DATA SHEET 

 

SCHOOL (SAMPLER CODE): Enter sampler code that your school, organization, individual is referred to for online data entry. 

INDIVIDUAL OBSERVERS: List all samplers involved in collection of field data. 

 

SONDE S/N: Serial number of sonde used in field sampling. 

HANDPAD S/N: Serial number of handpad used in field sampling. 

TURBIDIMETER S/N: Serial number of Hach 2100P Turbidimeter used in field sampling (if used). 

 

SITE NAME: Enter the common site name. If this is an un-established site and you want the site established and data entered in STORET, obtain the 

GPS coordinates and station description/location. Note these in field observations section and contact MPCA to establish site.  

DATE: Enter the date of sampling 

TIME: Enter the time of sampling—military style, e.g. 14:00 rather than 2:00 p.m. 

TD SURFACE: Enter the tape down measurement to the surface of the stream (do not record if at a WWG site). 

WWG (wire weight gage): Enter measurement readout from dial.; few sites have these (do record if at a TD surface site). 

Secchi-Tube:  
Fill tube with water and slowly lower the Secchi disk down until it disappears and then slowly raise the disk until it reappears pinch the string against 

the side of the tube to hold the disk at the midpoint depth between the disappear and reappear level. Record this midpoint depth level on field sheet. 

 

APPEARANCE: Record the one number that best describes the appearance of the stream water within one meter of your site. NOTE: Evaluate 

appearance and recreational suitability BEFORE taking sample. 1A=Clear—crystal clear, transparent water;  1B=Tea colored—transparent water, 

which has been colored by dissolved organic matter from upstream bogs or wetlands;  2=Cloudy—not quite crystal clear; cloudy white, gray or light 

brown;  3=Muddy—cloudy brown due to high sediment levels;  4=Green—due to algae growth; indicative of excess nutrients released into the 

stream;  5=Muddy AND Green—a combination of cloudy brown from high sediment levels and green from algae growth. 

RECREATIONAL SUITABILITY: Record the one number that best describes your opinion of how suitable the stream water is for recreation and 

aesthetic enjoyment. 1=Very Good—beautiful, could not be better; 2=Good—very minor aesthetic problems; excellent for body-contact recreation 

(swimming, wading); 3=Fair—body-contact recreation and aesthetic enjoyment slightly impaired; 4=Poor—recreation potential & level of 

enjoyment substantially reduced (would not swim but boating okay); 5=Very Poor—swimming and aesthetic enjoyment nearly impossible.  

 

STREAM CONDITION - This refers to the relative amount of water flowing in the stream channel. 

Z = Zero:             No flow; dry channel or stagnant pools of water with no apparent flow. 

L = Low:  Water covers 1/3 or less of the distance from the stream bottom to the top of the bank. 

N = Normal: Water covers 1/3 to 2/3 of the distance from the stream bottom to the top of the bank. 

H = High: Water covers 2/3 or more of the distance from the stream bottom to the top of the bank. 

 

PRECIP LAST 24 HOURS: Approximately how much rain has your site received in the past day? Detail precip outside last 24 hours in notes.  

 

WATER TEMP, CONDUCTIVITY; DO-mg/l; pH: Record values for these parameters from handpad after readings stabilized. 

 

TURBIDITY: Measurement units are NTRUs if using a Hach 2100P.  

 

SAMPLE DEVICE: VD if using Van Dorn horizontal sampler; H- if hand dipped; Other-another type of sampler (describe in notes). 

 

SAMPLE TYPE: G- sample collected (grab). Record N (none) if no sample is collected. 

 

QA (Quality Assurance): Enter FD if field duplicate collected. 

 


